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MADE IN BRITAIN

Porta Romana began life in 1988 in a tiny London workshop. From the beginning, the ambition 
was to create beautiful and inspiring pieces that would be loved. Good fortune came in finding 
skilled British craftspeople to create the quirky and original designs.

The Porta Romana style and design language has continuously evolved over the following quarter 
century to become a leading global brand, and a critical ingredient in the world’s most beautiful 
houses, yachts, hotels and movie sets. We still work with many of our original artisans, and 
continue to seek out the finest artistic talent, to help breathe fresh life into our collections. 

Our Design Studio is a creative power-house, and our painting studio a wonderful and innovative 
environment. We spend years training our artists to create subtle and sophisticated patinations. 
Gold is not just gold to us, we have developed dozens of different textures and colourings of this 
most enduring of metals. 

With each new collection comes the challenge of creating new finishes. From convincingly aged 
plaster, to perfecting the patina of a mussel shell, each new finish must work in harmony with the 
design. We impose the same demanding ambitions on our design partners. Our glass blowers are 
pushed to attempt stunning, original and technically challenging pieces. Our metal workers strive 
endlessly to come up with solutions to the many design problems we present them, and work to 
exacting standards; resuscitating old techniques and developing new ones. 

From sculptors to ceramicists, from lacquering to glazing, every expert hand and eye is focused 
on the crafting of something beautiful and enduring. That is our passion, and the hallmark of each 
unique Porta Romana piece.

The Porta Romana brand has become synonymous with beautiful design made to the highest of 
standards. Only when these criteria are met, will the final piece be branded with our Makers Mark, 
as proof of its heritage.



THE PERFECT SHADE

At Porta Romana we strive for 
perfection in every aspect of our 
designs, and that includes our 
lampshades which is why we set out to 
create a higher specification and called 
it “Gold Standard”.

What does this mean? All our wirework 
is 4mm thick and powder coated in 
our own branded colour, champagne. 
This extra rigidity helps prevent dinks 
during its lifetime and allows the shade 
to travel well. We stitch our side seams, 
a feature that is now a hallmark of a 
Porta Romana shade, and our new 
gathered shades are all hand-sewn 
in London. The transparencies of our 
linings have been created purposefully 
to give the right glow when lit, every 
silk, satin or velvet requires a different 
thickness.  Our packaging has been 
redesigned to ensure environmental 
harmony, and ease of unpacking.  
We even care about the positioning  
of our labels.

Whenever necessary a base will have 
its own unique shade, and every 
season we create a new shape, this 
year it’s the Bongo. You can customize 
your shape, your colour, your lining, 
your light output, but your quality is 
non-negotiable.



HERITAGE

Porta Romana is an Atelier. Meeting 
the makers, and witnessing the 
hundreds of processes required to 
create every piece, gives some insight 
into the subtleties that can transform 
base materials into works of art. In 
bronze, glass, wood or ceramic; cast, 
beaten, forged or blown, the layering 
is painstaking and uncompromising. 
From the moment the material is first 
handled and worked, each process 
builds on a heritage and adds depth 
and patination.

The evolution of every piece is 
different, and yet from the first stages 
of design, from basecoat to finish, 
from lacquering and tinting to ageing 
and polishing, a reliable consistency is 
required. The daily dance of scores of 
hands and dozens of brushes, miles 
of precious metal leaf and hammer 
blows over many different surfaces 
and objects finally, comes to rest. At 
last the transformation is complete 
and every item, judged by eye and 
colour perfect, awaits its destiny. 



Left: Villa Diyafa Boutique Hotel & Spa, Morocco, Studio Hertrich & Adnet - www.studiomhna.com 
Right: Anthology Collection, Harlequin
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Left: Residential Property, London, AMP Interiors 
Right: Hampstead Show House, London, Caballero



FROM LEFT: CLB21 BAOBAB LAMP; GLB49 COLOGNE LAMP; VLB20 DUCK FEET LAMP



GRACE LAMP
Stone, H.480mm/19”

13” Top Hat Chalk linen shade, 
H.813mm/32”

-CLB29-

BLOB LAMP
Olive, H.425mm/163/4”

18” Cylinder Dove satin shade, 
H.730mm/283/4”

-GLB31-

THREAD LAMP
Charcoal, H.425mm/163/4”

18” Cylinder Platinum silk shade, 
H.730mm/283/4”

-GLB32-

LAVA LAMP
Olive, H.310mm/121/4”

12” Top Hat Sepia satin shade, 
H.600mm/231/2”

-GLB40-

DROPLET LAMP
Clear with Gold, H.405mm/16”
12” Top Hat Putty silk shade, 

H.716mm/281/4”

-GLB63-

LARGE CHENILLE LAMP
Clear, H.665mm/261/4”

16” Tall Cylinder Natural linen shade, 
H.930mm/361/2”

-GLB64L-



FROM LEFT: MCL34 SPUTNIK CEILING LIGHT; MCL22 MIRO CHANDELIER; MCL16 FLYNN CAGED STAIRWELL LANTERN



BIG BANG LAMP
Pale Olive, H.425mm/163/4”

16” Tall Cylinder Husk linen shade, 
H.675mm/261/2”

-GLB65-

SMALL WATERFALL LAMP
Nickel, H.415mm/161/4”

14” Rectangle Putty silk shade, 
H.635mm/25”

-SLB15S-

MIRO LAMP
Bright Gold, H.585mm/23”

18” Straight Oval Dove satin shade, 
H.880mm/343/4”

-SLB44-

LARGE SALPERTON LAMP
Bronzed, H.610mm/24”

20” Straight Oval Putty silk shade, 
H.905mm/353/4”

-SLB47L-

FLYNN CAGED LAMP
Decayed Silver, 

11” Cylinder Charcoal silk shade, 
H.1060mm/413/4”

-SLB53-

SMALL STATIC LAMP
New Bronze, H.395mm/151/2”

16” Slim Rectangle Putty silk shade, 
H.595mm/231/2”

-VLB58-



FROM LEFT:  
MCL43S SMALL ORB PENDANT;  
MCL42 COCOON PENDANT;  
MCL43L LARGE ORB PENDANT;  
CCT43 ELLIPTICAL MIRO DINING TABLE



SMALL PENDOLINO WALL LIGHT 
Nickel, H.430mm/17”

6” Semi Cylinder Dove satin shade, 
H.520mm/201/2”

-TWL58S-

TRAILING BLOSSOM WALL LIGHT
Decayed Silver, H.510mm/20”

14” Semi Cylinder Putty silk shade, 
H.530mm/203/4”

-TWL68-

RING WALL LIGHT
French Brass, H.315mm/121/2”

103/4” Semi Oval Dove satin shade, 
H.340mm/131/2”

-TWL70-

LARGE LEAF WALL LIGHT 
Cosmic Gold,  

H.1390mm/543/4”

-TWL91L-

LARGE COVEX WALL LIGHT
Antiques Brass and Bronze, 

H.406mm/16”

-TWL92L-

WILLOW WALL LIGHT
French Brass, 

5” Kelly Empire Husk linen shade, 
H.555mm/213/4”

-TWL98-



WM37 MUSHROOM MIRROR



KELLY FLOOR LAMP 
Antiqued Brass and Black,  

5” Kelly Empire Husk linen shades, 
H.1835mm/721/4”

-MFL32-

FIG TABLE 
French Brass with Black Lacquer top, 

H.560mm/22”, D.520mm/201/2”

-CST25-

OVAL LARTIGUE CHANDELIER 
Clear Crystal with Nickel, 

4” Cylinder Dove satin shades,  
H.735mm/29”, W.1210mm/473/4”

-MCL11-

HONEYCOMB SIDE TABLE 
Decayed Gold with Dark Fumed Oak top, 

H.535mm/21”, D.520mm/201/2”

-CST34-



UK SHOWROOM
Design Centre Chelsea Harbour  

London SW10 0XE 
t +44 (0)20 7352 0440

sales@portaromana.co.uk

FULL CONTACT DETAILS FOR OUR UK AND WORLDWIDE AGENTS  
AND DISTRIBUTORS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE 

@PORTAROMANAUK 
PORTAROMANA.CO.UK

REGISTERED OFFICE
Northbrook Business Park
Farnham, Surrey GU10 5EU 

t +44 (0)1420 23005
f +44 (0)1420 23008

sales@portaromana.co.uk

COVER IMAGE, FROM LEFT: GLB49 COLOGNE LAMP, CLB21 BAOBAB LAMP; SLB60S CIRQUE LAMP;  
SLB10S SCULPTED MANHATTAN LAMP; SLB44 MIRO LAMP; VLB20 DUCK FEET LAMP; GLB16 CRYSTAL STRATA LAMP




